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QUARK SCATTERING AT QGP/2SC INTERFACE�M. SadzikowskiyCenter for Theoretial Physis, Massahusetts Institute of TehnologyCambridge, MA 02139, USAandHenryk Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived February 28, 2002)We onsidered the phenomenon of the Andreev re�etion of quarks atthe interfae between the old quark�gluon plasma phase and 2SC olorsuperondutor.PACS numbers: 24.85.+p, 74.25.Fy1. IntrodutionThe very interesting phenomenon arises at the juntion between a nor-mal metal and a superondutor. The re�etion of a ondution eletronfrom the superonduting barrier, �rst elaborated in the paper [1℄, is knownin the literature as the Andreev re�etion. It was shown that the exita-tion in the normal metal outgoing from the re�etion point has the sign ofthe momentum, the sign of the harge, and the sign of the e�etive massopposite to that of the inoming eletron (hole quantum numbers). This pe-uliar predition was heked by tunneling experiments and ballisti (diret)observations [2℄.In this letter we raise the interesting question of the interation betweenthe phase ontaining the free quarks (QGP) and the Color Superondutor(CS). We shall show that the free quarks from the QGP phase falling at theCS barrier are re�eted in the similar fashion as was desribed by Andreevin [1℄.� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Quarks and Gluons in ExtremeConditions, Craow, Poland, January 3�6, 2002.y Foundation for Polish Siene Fellow.(1601)



1602 M. SadzikowskiIn the next setion we develop the Bogolubov�de Gennes equations forsuperonduting phase. The third setion ontains the detailed disussion ofthe Andreev re�etion. In the last hapter we make some omments aboutthe in�uene of the Andreev re�etion on the phenomena that an take plaeinside the Neutron Stars.2. Bogolubov�de Gennes equations for 2SC phaseOur interest is the desription of the phenomena that happens at theQGP/CS juntion at moderate densities expeted in the Neutron Stars. Inthis work we do not address the question of the gluon interation with theCS phase thus we just onentrate on the fermioni degrees of freedom. Themodel of QGP is the gas of the free quarks. The quarks in QGP builtthe Fermi ladder, with the Fermi energy � (of the order of 400�500MeV inthe Neutron Stars), where � is a quark hemial potential. In the ase ofthe two light quarks, whih we onsider here, the CS phase reates the2SC superondutor (for the review of the subjet see [3℄). The essentialphysis of 2SC phase at moderate densities, is desribed by the e�etivefour-fermion point interation with the attrative pseudosalar hannel [4℄.This model leads to the Cooper instability of the Fermi sea whih reatesthe new vauum of ondensed Cooper pairs. The physial exitations arefermioni quasi-partiles separated from the vauum by the energy gap j�j.The energy gap was alulated in the mean-�eld approximation in the varietyof models giving the values 40�140MeV whih is about 10�30% of the Fermienergy.The e�etive Hamiltonian at the mean-�eld level takes the form:H = Z d3xn j y� ��i~� � ~r+m0 � �� j� + �2  j y� (�2)jkt��C5 k y�� ��2  j�(�2)jkt��C5 k� +H(�;m)� ; (1)where m is a quark mass and  j� is the �eld operator of the quark. TheGreek indies desribe the olor and the Latin indies desribe the isospinquantum numbers. The matrix �2 is the antisymmetri Pauli matrix and tis one of the three antisymmetri Gell-Mann matries. For our alulationswe hose it arbitrarily as the �2. The gap parameter �(~r) depends on theposition. It vanishes inside the QGP phase and it takes a nonzero valuein the 2SC phase. The equation of motion desribing our system takes theform: i _ j� = ��i~� � ~r+m0 � �� j� +�(~r)(�2)jkt��C5 k yT� ;i _ j y� = �~r j y� � i~��  j y� (m0 � �) +�(~r)� k T� (�2)jkt��C5 : (2)



Quark Sattering at QGP/2SC Interfae 1603The equations (2) desribe the interation of the 6 �families� of quarks ou-pled through the non-zero value of the gap parameter. Using standard on-ventions (e.g. [5℄), one an �nd that the up �red� quark ouples to the down�green� quark, the up �green� to the down �red�, whereas the �blue� quarksremain free. For the �rst �family� the equations (2) read:i _ uR = ��i~� � ~r+m0 � �� uR ��(~r)C5 d yTG ;i _ d yG = �~r d yG � ~��  d yG (m0 � �)��(~r)� uTR C5 ; (3)where u and d are isospin and R and G olor degrees of freedom. The equa-tions for the seond �family� (up �green� and down �red� quarks) an beevaluated exatly the same way and the �blue� quarks are not interestingin the �rst approximation. One an hange the operator equations (3) to-number equations by taking the expetation values f � h	0j uRj	1i andgy � h	0j d yG j	1i, where j	0i ; j	1i are ground and exited state, respe-tively. In the QGP phase (j�j = 0) the �elds f and gy desribe a �partile�and a �hole�. Let us now �nd the quasipartile wavefuntions in the ase of� = onst. It is onvenient to deompose the Fermi �elds in the plane wavebasis. Remembering that the relativisti e�ets are suppressed in the pres-ene of the Fermi sea one an neglet the ontribution from the antiquarks:f(t; ~r) = Xs us(~q)�s(~q) exp(�iEt+ i~q � ~r) ;gy(t; ~r) = Xs dys(�~q)��s (~q) exp(�iEt+ i~q � ~r) ; (4)where s desribes the spin degrees of freedom, �s(~q) and �s(~q) are some-numbers. The energy E desribes the energy of the quark with respetto the Fermi surfae in the absene of the gap parameter �. The Dirabispinors us and ds satisfy the equations:(~� � ~q +m0 � �)us(~q) = "qus(~q) ;dys(�~q)(~� � ~q �m0 + �) = dys(�~q)�"q ; (5)and beause momentum ~q an be in general the omplex number one has toarefully distinguish between the left and the right eigenvetors. Inserting(4) into the equations (3), using bispinors algebrai relations and assumingonstant value of the gap parameter one arrives at the Bogolubov�de Gennesequations for � and � parameters:E�"(~q) = "q�"(~q) +���#(~q) ;E��#(~q) = �"q��#(~q) +���"(~q) ; (6)



1604 M. Sadzikowskiand the similar set of equations with reverse spin projetion on the momen-tum ~q: E�#(~q) = "q�#(~q)����"(~q) ;E��"(~q) = �"q��"(~q)����#(~q) ; (7)where "q = p~q2 +m2 � � = ��"q. We have two possible solutions of theuniform equations (6) (the ase of (7) is similar): for "q = ��" = s12 �1 + �E� exp�i Æ2� ;��# = vs12 �1� �E� exp��i Æ2� ; (8)and for "q = �� �" = s12 �1� �E� exp�i Æ2� ;��# = s12 �1 + �E� exp��i Æ2� ; (9)where � = pE2 � j�j2 and Æ is a phase of the gap. Let us point out thatonly for E > j�j the solution desribes the propagating exitations. Finally,the wavefuntion desribing the quasipartile exitation of energy E in the2SC phase takes the form: (t; ~r) � � fgy �= 0B� exp �i Æ2�qE+�2E �A u"(~q1)�B u#(~q1)�exp ��i Æ2�qE��2E �A dyT# (�~q1) +B dyT" (�~q1)�1CA exp (�iEt+ i~q1 � ~r)+0B� exp �i Æ2�qE��2E �C u"(~q2) +D u#(~q2)�exp ��i Æ2�qE+�2E �C dyT# (�~q2)�D dyT" (�~q2)�1CA exp (�iEt+ i~q2 � ~r) ;(10)where q1;2 = �p(�� �)2 �m2 and A;B;C and D are arbitrary onstants.



Quark Sattering at QGP/2SC Interfae 16053. Andreev re�etionLet us onsider the simple physial problem of the quark sattering on thesuperonduting plane surfae plaed at z = 0 in spae. If we approximatethe boundary as the step funtion (� = 0 for z < 0 and�=onst. for z > 0)then we are looking for stationary solution of equations (3), independentlyfor negative and positive z, supplemented with the ondition that mathesthe wavefuntion at z = 0.Let us onsider in detail the situation when the �red� quark, with energyE and spin projetion " falls at the plane boundary from the left. Then thewavefuntions (for � = 0) take the form <(t; z) =  u"(k) exp (ikz) + F u"(�k) exp (�ikz)H dyT# (�p) exp (ipz) ! exp (�iEt) : (11)The oe�ients F and H desribe the amplitude of the re�etion of the u-partile and d-hole, respetively. The �rst equation from (6) determines thevalue of the momentum of the u quark as k2 = (�+E)2�m2. In the similarfashion the seond equation from (6) gives the value of the momentum ofthe re�eted d hole as p2 = (� � E)2 �m2. For z > 0 the quasi-partilesexitation are desribed by the wavefuntion  >(t; z) given by the expression(10) with B = D = 0 (no spin �ip in the sattering proess). Let us notethat for 0 < E < j�j, the momenta of the quasi-partiles has to be omplexnumber q1;2 = �p�2 �m2 � j�j2 � 2ij�j� : (12)Partiularly simple form of momenta one an �nd in the massless limit. Inthat ase q1;2 = �� + ij�j, where the signs are hosen as to desribe thevanishing of the wavefuntion in 2SC phase for z !1. Now it is seen thatfor E < j�j in the 2SC phase the quasipartile wavefuntion is exponentiallydeaying with the suppression fator j�j =pj�j2 �E2.The ontinuity onditions mathing the wavefuntions are of the form <(t; z = 0) =  >(t; z = 0) : (13)Using this ondition one an �nd the amplitudes of the sattering proess:



1606 M. SadzikowskiA = s 2EE + � exp��i Æ2�+O� 1�� ;C = rE � �2E mE�2 exp��i Æ2�+O� 1�3� ;F = m(E � �)�2 +O� 1�3� ;H = sE � �E + � exp (iÆ) +O� 1�� : (14)In the limit where j�j; E;m � � only A and H ontribute whih meansthat only hole of the d-green quark an be re�eted into the QGP phaseand the only quasipartile with momentum q1 an propagate in the 2SCphase. It is interesting to point out that in the massless limit F = C = 0exatly. Additional insight we gain from the alulation of the probabil-ity urrent. From the equations (3) it follows that the probability urrent~j =  u yR ~� uR +  d yG ~� dG is onserved. Using (10), (14) one �nds:jz = 2�( 0 for E < j�j ;2�E+� +O � 1�� for E > j�j : (15)The result (15) has simple interpretation. If the quark u has energy belowthe gap it annot exite quasipartile inside the 2SC phase. In that asethe matter waves does not propagate through the superonduting medium.However, if the u quark possesses energy above the gap it exites the quasi-partiles with a given transition oe�ient. This result may be of importanefor the physis of the Neutron Stars.4. ConlusionsIn this paper we desribe the phenomena of Andreev re�etion at thejuntion between the old quark�gluon plasma and superonduting 2SCphase. We found that the hole of di�erent �avor and olor than the in-oming partile is re�eted toward the QGP phase. Inside the 2SC phasethe quasi-partiles are exited, whih for energy E of the inoming parti-le below the gap j�j, penetrate the 2SC phase for depth of the order of1=pj�j2 �E2 whereas for the ase of E > j�j they propagate freely in-side the superonduting phase. This result is similar to the situation one



Quark Sattering at QGP/2SC Interfae 1607enounters in the ondensed matter systems. This an be expeted beausein the high density QCD the purely relativisti phenomena are suppressedby the powers of quark hemial potential.From the equation (15) one an see that the transport phenomena (likeheat transport or density waves) is strongly a�eted by the presene of theinterfaes inside the Neutron Stars. The suppression is exponential of theform exp (�j�j=T ) where T is a temperature of the Neutron Star, usuallymuh smaller than the expeted superonduting gap. This phenomenaertainly require more extensive analysis1.The struture of the Neutron Stars an be ompliated, thus more workis needed for better understanding of the Andreev re�etion phenomenain superonduting QCD. In partiular one has to onsider other possiblesuperonduting phases like CFL or other possible interfaes. Existene ofsuh interfaes ertainly in�uenes the dynamis of matter �ow inside theNeutron Stars.Let me speially thank Maiek A. Nowak for many important disus-sions. Also disussions with Krishna Rajagopal, Sanjay Reddy and MotoiTahibana were of great value. This work was supported by the Polish StateCommittee for Sienti� Researh, (KBN) grant no. 2P 03B 094 19.REFERENCES[1℄ A.F. Andreev, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 46, (1964), 1823; [Sov. Phys. JETP 19,1228 (1964)℄.[2℄ W.J. Tomash, Phys. Rev. Lett. 15, 672 (1965); J.M. Rowell, Phys. Rev. Lett.30, 167 (1973); P.A.M. Benistant, H. van Kempen, P. Wyder, Phys. Rev. Lett.51, 817 (1983);[3℄ K. Rajagopal, F. Wilzek, preprint MIT-CTP-3049 (2000), hep-ph/0011333.[4℄ M.G. Alford, K. Rajagopal, F. Wilzek, Phys. Lett. B422, 247 (1998).R. Rapp, T. Shäfer, E.V. Shuryak, M. Velkovsky, Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 3956(1999).[5℄ M. Sadzikowski, Mod. Phys. Lett. A16, 1129 (2001).
1 Let us note that probability urrent through the interfae is not suppressed om-pletely, beause in the 2SC phase we have unpaired blue quarks.


